Alex Romane - DEMOKRATIA [2015]
Demokratia is Alex Romane's first album since co-writing and co-producing Delirious
[the world's first ever Jungle/Drum and Bass album] in 1991 and, Demokratia was
produced specifically to promote awareness of the potential for true and direct
democracy globally.
The first four tracks of Demokratia [Take Back the Power, Demokratia, Partyfied and Just
a Game of Thrones] are of a new genre [a Techno/Trance/Hip Hop hybrid] that Alex has
developed and released unlabelled.

Story behind the artwork [click the link - Cats protect pigeon]:
http://urbansunrise.co.uk/demokratia/demokratia.htm
Current releases from Alex Romane:
http://urbansunrise.co.uk

PEOPLE’S ADMINISTRATION - MAINSTREAM DIRECT DEMOCRACY REFORM PARTY
http://PAparty.co.uk
The Greeks invented democracy [not representative democracy] so even without the
web and phone, the Greeks voted upon ALL policies and NEVER voted to elect so-called
'representatives'. This is why direct democracy is the only democracy and as well as
inventing true democracy, the Greeks also invented the world's first computer [205 BC]
and by merging both inventions now, the UK and the world can have true and direct
democracy.
Representative democracy [representative rule of the people] is not related in any way
to the Greek model and wasn't implemented in the UK until 1832 but, it was ONLY
implemented as a gimmick to prevent revolution [as witnessed in France] and NOT to
represent [confirmed by Parliament's consistent actions ever since].
Furthermore, representative democracy is an illusion and doesn't even exist because
while we do have the rule of representatives, we do not have any rule of the people [it
is a dichotomy]. Democracy has been stolen by the so-called 'representatives' and under
them it has regressed so by continuing to empower them, the people are freely voting
for their own oppression.
Humans are still the ONLY social group species on this planet that refuses to use true
democracy for its system of decision-making!

• Vote for policies you love instead of for MP's you don't
• Why vote for 'representatives' when you can vote for you via true democracy?
• Pick n' mix - dump the parties and just vote for their policies instead
• Vote for true democracy and build the people's manifesto
• Have the police enforcing your laws - not Parliament's
• You decide when your army goes to war - not Parliament
• Rewind the surveillance state and give security services responsible over-sight
FREE eBook: Direct Democracy and the Nature of God
Authored by Alex Romane [published by the British Library]. Hardback min. RRP £40:
http://www.urbansunrise.co.uk/philosophy
As programmes that form a two-tier strategy of control, centralised partisan political
systems seek to oppress true expression of the mind while religious systems seek to
oppress true expression of the soul. Between them, they keep us separate from each
other and separate from the truth of the nature of a God who created everything and,
the books of the religions were the originators of the political propaganda and
corporate marketing templates that are still in use against the people to this day.
If [as the religions state] God existed before everything, then it is not possible for God to
also have any needs. Without realising this obvious logic, the religions have produced
whole books listing God's needs, requirements, and punishments if we disobey. In all
cultures, we debate moral issues without even acknowledging that there isn't actually a
standardised moral code anywhere that we have all agreed to share and as such, we

debate morals as 'facts' instead of as merely opinions. The reason for why this is so
dangerous is because our common laws come from our morals [religious-influenced
principals] instead of from our ethics [non-religious principals] and, all morals come
ONLY from what the religious believe God wants from us. What we think God wants
from us stems from our perception of the nature of God and so, if the religious
perception of the nature of God is inaccurate and if most people on this planet follow a
religion, this explains how the way that we live as 'God'-fearing humans is damaging to
all life on this planet because, it is the religions themselves who actually confirm that
their own perception of the nature of God is inaccurate;
• If [as the religions state] God existed before everything then God has no needs
• If God has no needs then God is vulnerable to nothing
• If God is vulnerable to nothing then God can't be threatened
• If God can't be threatened by anything then God has no purpose for laws
• If God has no purpose for laws then we have free will
• If we have free will then there is no punishment
• If there is no punishment then there is no Hell
• If there is no Hell then there is no evil or Devil
The combined result of following the doctrine of a creator ‘God’ who has needs and of
empowering ‘representative’ democracy is methane release leading to voluntary human
extinction in 2030 and, the UK’s freely-elected 'representatives' were first warned about
the consequences of CO2 emissions in 1846 and have continually betrayed the people
ever since.

If you think that direct democracy is something for the future and that the current
system of representative rule will somehow evolve into direct democracy, then you fail
to recognise that during almost 200 years, not one aspect has ever evolved either in
principal or in practice [they even wear the same clothes] and if the required laws and
technology needed for direct democracy exist now, then maybe your thinking is still in
the past? The behaviour of MPs in the UK Parliament proves that not only has
'representative' democracy never evolved, but that MPs have never grown-up either.
The ONLY potential solution is true direct democracy now and a total reduction of CO2
emissions by 2020:
http://www.paparty.co.uk/direct_democracy_comment/2014/19.htm
If you still want to continue to be treated as children in a world that never needed
'leaders' and to die for this in 2030, go for it - it's your choice, your free will, your
country, your children, your future, your responsibility, your government [you are the
only oversight mechanism] so whatever happens, don't blame your freely-empowered
'representatives' or God.
You may not be interested in politics [Alex isn’t either] but politics is definitely
interested in you and if the current political system is a threat to you and your children's
existence, your survival instincts demand that you face it. If you're not feeling this, then
has the establishment kept you asleep by inciting and feeding your addictions to
alcohol, celebrity sex, soap TV, violent video games [that destroy emphatic skills] and

Hip Pop artists [such as Jay-Z, Kanye West, Rihanna and Beyonce] who are openly
sponsored by the Rockefeller oil family?
The immediate threat comes from Arctic methane release but, the priority concern is for
economics and immigration - with the environment actually being the least concerning
of all issues. With such confused priorities and while we extinguish approx. 200 life
forms per day, near-term human extinction is inevitable.
If people choose to leave all decision-making over their laws to others, what sort of
people do you think this will attract?
It is NOT true that "the only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do
nothing" because, good men NEVER do nothing and, if you think that humans only
evolve when at the brink of their own destruction, then real-ise that prior to methane
release and potential human extinction in 2030, it has only ever been human civilisation
that has been on the brink - never the human species itself.
Solutions can only come via direct democracy and from people who care and not from
misrepresentative 'democracy' and politicians who live in another dimension. If MPs
cared and had courage, they wouldn't be blacking-out news of this new extinction level
event that was confirmed in 2012 by NASA and others and which is now the most
immediate threat to our existence.
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